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Decision No. 

BEFORE Tr~ PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CAlIFO&~IA 

Investigation on the Commissionts ) 
own ~otion into the safety ) 
appliances a:ld procedures 0': the ) 
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid ) 
Transit District. ) 

) 

TWELFTH INTERIM OPINION 

!XTRODUCTIO~ 

Case No .. 9867 
(Filed February 4; 1975) 

This investigatory proceeding was instituted on 

Feb'!'1.lary 4., 19i5, and serves as an ongoing forum for the Commiss,ion 

to investigate the Bay Area Rapid Trans it District,ts (BART) safety 

appliances and procedures and to issue appropriate and necessary 

orders pursuant to its statutory duty. 

On January 17, 19i-9, a fire occurred in BART's Transbay 

Tube and n.eceSSitated the temporary closure of the Tube to revenue 

service. By Decision No. 89902, issued by the CommiSSion on 

January 19, 19i9, continued closure of the Tube was directed until 

cer~ain safety-related conditions were met by BART. 

On April 4, 1979, the Commission issued Decision No .. 90144 

which pe~itted the reswnption of Transbay Tube revenue service 

subject to certain conditions. Ordering Paragraph 1 of that 

decision stated that: 

"The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid 
!r3.llsi t District ("BAR!'"') is authori::ed 
to resume revenue service through the 
Transoay Tube on or after the effective 
date of this order on the condition that 
trains operating through the tube have 
a second uni:o~ed attendant on each 
train who is trained in emergency 
response procedures~" 
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In compliance with this directive~ BART, since resumption 

of Tran$bay Tube service on April S, 19i9, has staffed revenue 

~rai~ operati~g through the Tube with a second uniformed employee 

who is ~rained i~ emergency response procedures. 

In addition to the above-mentioned condition, Ordering 

Paragraph 1 of Decision No. 90144 required that: 

t~ithin 90 days of the effective date 
of this order, BART shall report to 
this Commission its conclusion and 
t.he :-easons therefo:-e as to the 
desirability of p:-oviding a second 
BART employee in addition to the 
~rain operator on all trains through 
the Berkeley Hills Tunnel. tt ' 

Pursuant. to this directive, BART submit.ted a document 

to the Co:n:lission on July 3, 1979, entit.led "Analysis of t.he Value 

of a Second Attendant on Trains Operating Through the Transbay 

Tube and Be:-keley Hills Tunnel." BAR.Tts analysis concluded, among 

other things, t.hat t.he second uniformed emp.loyee should remain 

on trains travelling through the Trans bay Tube in the peak direct.ion 

during :-ush hours unt.il a mine phone system and bidirectional 

arrows are installed in the Transbay Tube. The analysis further 

determined that the presence of a second employee was not warranted 

at times other than rush hour. 

Based upon the aforementioned analysis, BART, by petition 

filed with the Commission on July 2i, 1979, formally requests an 

order modifying Ordering Paragraph 1 of Decis,ion No. 9-0144 to 
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~e~ui~e only that a second employee ~ide on westbound Transbay 

Tube trai~ during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and on 

eas~bound Transbay Tube trai~s during the hours of 4:00p.m~ to 

6:00 P.~'1 Mo~day through Friday. BART further re~uests an 

order permitti~g the elimination of the second employee on 

Transbay Tube trains following: installation of the mine phone 

system and bidirectional arrows in the Tube. 

STATEME~~ OF PETITIONER'S POSITION 

In its fili~g of July 27 1 1979 1 BART submitted its 

best analytical effort to balance the degree to which pass-engel' 

safety is enhanced by the presence of a second attendant aboard 

revenue trains against the economic costs of providing such a 

service. This .cost-benefit analysis was intended to provide the 

Commission with an objective measure for determining whether and 

to what extent a uniformed second attendant should be stationed 

On BART ~eve~ue trains. 

The staffing levels and attendant costs required to 

provide a second uniformed employee on trai~s have been analy:ed 

for different areas of the system: (1) Transbay Tube only; 

(Z) Tra~sbay Tube and ~erkeley Hills Tunnel; (3) all underground 

areas; and (4) systemwide. The cost of only providing the second 

attendant duri~g peak commuter periods was also considered. 

Further 1 projections were provided for both the present schedule 

and possible close-headway operation. The staffing requirements 

and labor costs for the va:-ious options a:-e estimated by BART . 

as follows: 
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STAFFI~G REQUIREMENTS ~~ ~~AL· COST 

Peak Periods. Mon. - Fri. Only 
Pl'esent Close Headways Transbav On1v 

« , 

Personnel 
Re¢.uired 

Annual Cost 

16 

$331,000 

Transbay & Berkeley Hills 

Personnel 
Required 

Annual Cos't 

All Underground 

Personnel 
Requi:-ed 

Annu3.1 COSt. 

Systemwide 

Pe:-sonnel 
Requi:-ed 

Annual Cost. 

28 

$579,000 

73 

102 

$2,110,000 

16 

$368,000 

25 

$575,000 

98 

$2,256,000 

128 

$2,947,000 

25· 25 

$S17~000 $57S,00~ 

$951,000 S99~,000 

103 131 

$2,130,000 $3,016,000 

143 174 

$2,958.,000 $4,006,.000 

As indica'ted, 'the annual cos'ts l'ange from $331,000 for 

s'tationing a second a'ttendant only on Tl'ansbay Tube 'tl'ainsdul'ing 

peak periods 'to $4,006,000 - the cOSt of pl'oviding a second emp·loyee 

on a systemwide baSis during all revenue hours. 

Agains't these l'elative costs, BART a'ttempted to weigh 

the safety advantages gained by the pl'esence of 'the second uniformed 

attendant on tl'ains in the Tl'ansbay Tube and the Bel'keley Hills 

!~~e1. BAR! analy:ed the benefits derived fl'om a second employee 

aboard these tl'ains dUl'ing normal l'evenue service as well as 

during eme:-gency conditions. 
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BART asserts that there are three primary functions· 

which co~ld be performed by the second attendant during normal 

:-evenue operations: (1) provide medical assistance to passengers; 

(2) dete:- arson and vandalism; and (3) tl'oubleshoot equipment 

malfunctions. 

With respect to the first function, BART assumes that 

a second attendant trained in emergency first aid might save 

fl'om one,to five minutes time in providing assistance to 

passengers that have medical pl'oblems or are involved in on·boa:,d 

accidents. BAR! records reflect th.at during 1978, 132 passengers 

were inVOlved in tl'ain-related accidents. These incidents· 

occu:'ring in the main when passengers were struck by train doors· 

upon ent~:,ing and exiting or when sudden acceleration or 

decele:'ation caused falls, resulted primarily in injuries requiring 

:10 medical care. During the same period, three patrons suffered 

appa:ren~ heal't attacks requiring immediate assistance and were 

:-emoved. f:-om the train at the next station. Since approximately 

2S percent of the BART's total passenger miles occur. in the 

Berkeley Hills Tunnel and Transbay Tube and given the probability 

of three heart attacks per y~ar systemwide, BART po,sits the 

Occurrence of a heart attack in either the Transbay Tub'e or 

Berkeley Hills Tunnel about once every 16 months. 

While BART questioned the'extent to which arson and 

vandalism might be reduced by the p·resence of a second attend'ant. 
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on 'trains in 'the Transbay Tube and Berkeley Hills Tunnel, it 

did present a dollar estimate of potential savings from arson 

~d vandalism deterrence. Given annual arson damage of approxi· 
-

ma'tely $43,000 if it were completely eliminated in the Transbay 

Tube and. the Berkeley Hills Tunnel, in which. s.even (i) percent 

0: BARTfs ~ual car hours occur, the estimated savings ~ould 

appro::dmate $3,000 per year. Since repair and re~lacement 

occasioned by vandalism costs BART approximately $90,000 

annually, it is estimated that if the presence of a second 

employee could eliminate slashed seats in the Transbay Tube 

and Berkeley Hills Tl.lllll.el', this amount might also be reduced 

by about seven Ci) percent or $6,300 annually. 

With respect to the function of a second attendant 

troubleshoo'ting technical problems, BART demonstrated that 

approximately 22 mainline equipment failures are reported on 

trains in revenue service on a typical weekday. In perhaps two 

or th.ree instances per day, a train must hold on the average 

about ten minutes until a mainline technician arrives. If the 

second attendant were a qualified mainline technician."BART 

estimates that his presence in the Transbay Tube or Berkeley Hills. 

Tunnel might eliminate one ten-minute delay per week. 

Based upon the above-referenced analysis"BART 

con~ludes that the benefit from a second attendant during normal 

revenue service is not substantial. 
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BART next analy:ed the tasks which a, second attendant 

might ?erfo~ in an e~ergency evacuation situation~ It was 

suggested that there are primarily eight ways in which having a 

secone BART employee aboard the train could reduce the ha:ards· 

to passengers during a fire situation occurring' in the Transbay 

Tube Or Berkeley Hills Tunnel: (1) provide th.e first res·ponse 

fire suppression; (2) determine the location of the fire to permit 

optimU::l. utili::ation of the ventilation system; (3) uncouple cars 

behind the fire cal' and move away while train operator does the 

same with forward cars; (4) eliminate delay while train operator 

traverses train to attempt roll-out in reverse direction; (5) 

provide evacuation instructions to passengers in the rear of the 

train should the train PA sys-eem be rendered inoperative;. 

(6) open car doors in -ehe event they cannot be opened automatically 

by the train operator from the lead A .. cab; (7) expedite the 

evacuation by aiding the train operator in establis·hing evacuation 

routes and reducing bottlenecks; and (S) aid the train operator' 

in perfo!'1lling a sw'eep of the train to ensure all passengerS· have 

been evacuated. 

(1) Early Fire Suppression: 

In the event that an undercar fire has caused the 

train to stop, the second employee could exit the train and 

attempt to extinguish it. Given severe smoke conditions, it 
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is un~ealistic to expect SOmeone to crawl beneath the t4ain to 

locate and extinguish a fire, even if supplied with breathing 

equipment. It is also unlikely that an underca4 fire could be 

A second attendant could probably extinguish arson

:,elatec. i::.te:,io~ fires 1 ye't it is unlikely that these would 

cause a serious ha:ard because: (a) they occur 0:11y on lightly 

loaded t:-ains, (b) they are usually extinguished by passengers, 

and (c) they are unlikely to disable the train. 

Therefore, BART concludes that a second attendant 

would be of little value for suppression of . either interior or. 

unde~ca~ fires. 

(2) Deter.nine the location of the Fire to ,Permit Optimum 

Utili:ation o£ the Ventilation System: 

In the event of fire breaching the interior, it is 

likely tha't the passengers will call the train operator On the 

intercom to report the fire location if it can be determined. 

In the case of an undercar fire BAR!, upon the basis of past 

experience, assumes that the location of the fire canno,.t be 

dete~ned before it breaches the floor. 

A second attendant might leave the train SOon after 

it stopped and look for the fire; but because of the trailing 

s!!loke and piston air movement, it would be difficult to· ,. 
accurately determine fire location. Because of this difficulty, 

'the ventilation :-esponse has been'planned to minim.ize passenger 
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exposure and is based on knowi~g train location rather than 

fire location. 

(3) Uncou~le Cars Behind the Fire Car and Drive Away While 

Train Operato!' does the Same with FOI"'lard Cars: 

BARTts emergency procedures allow uncoupling before 

initiating evacuation only if the passenger load is light. 

BART asserts that the second attendant would only be of value 

in assisting with uncoupling in the unlikely situation that 

all of the following conditions occurred: (a) passenger 

load is light; ~) fire is located in the center of the consist; 

(c) it is not possible to assemble all passengers in one end 

of the train; Cd) third-rail power is not short-circuited;. and 

(e) the entire consist cannot be moved. 

(4) Eli~ina~e Delay While Train Opera~or Traverses Train to 

Attempt ROll-out in the Reverse Direction: 

Roll-out of a train from the Transbay Tube is not 

possible. Throughout most of its length~ the Berkeley Hills 

Tunnel slopes downward from east to wes't at 1.75 percent or mOre~ 

It may be possible to rollout a train which cannot be moved 

under power. If the train were bound from Orinda to· Rockridge~ 

the train operator could simply release the brakes and allow the 

train to rollout. However, if the train line were broken, it 

:nay be il:possible to release the brakes on those carS behind the 

break; anc. they may have to be uncoupled. If the train were 

travelli::g in the opposite direction, it would be ne~essary 
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for the t:"ain operator to change ends before attempting roll-out. 

In these cases, a second attendant could prevent a delay of up 

to 15 m.inu'tes depending on 'the train loading. 

(5) ?l'ovide Evac:u3.'tion Instructions. to Passengers in the Rear 

~: the Train Should the Train PA System be Rendered Inoperative: 

By stationing a second attendant at the rear of the 

train who has :"adio communication with the train operator and with 

BA.~T Cent:-al, immediate action can be taken if those at the 

rea!' 3.:"e not :"eceiving instructions. Without the second attendant, 

it would cu:-:"ently be necessary for the train operator to' travel 

ei ther through the train or through the gallery to the rear o'f 

the t:"ain to inst:-uct the passengers. On a lightly loaded train, 

this could be done in two or three minutes and would not critically 

affect the evacuation. However, on a heavily loaded train, the 

delay could 'be from three to five minutes if the train operator 

used the gallery or as much as IS minutes if she/he must pass 

th:-ough the train. 

However, BART is presently installing a mine phone system 

in the Transbay Tube. This ~ystem will provide public address 

capability for both the 'train operator and BAR! Central. When 

this system is operational,BART concludes that little benefit 

would. be derived from the second attendant. 

The evacuation plan for the Berkeley Hills Tunnel 

calls fo'!' opening of selected doors by BART personnel. Therefore,. 

the loss of FA capa'bility does not directlY affect the evacuation; 
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There is, however, ~ i~creased risk that without instructions, 

passengers ::nay become panicked. and. open train doors· themselves, 

~hereby increasing their exposure to toxic combustion products. 

(6) Open Car Doors in the Event that They Cannot be Opened 

Automatically from the Le.ad A-Cab: 

It is possible that car doorS in the rear of the train, 

will not operate in response to the signal from the cab if train 

line has been damaged. In this situation, a second BART employee, 

located in the rear of the train could proceed forward either thrO:ugh 

the cars or outside along the walkway and key open car doors so 

passengers could evacuate. 

BART demonstrated that during the evacuation drill con

ducted on ~rch. 15, 19i9, that once instructed, to do so, passengers 

.... ~ll rapidly open car doors using the emergency door release. 

Th.erefore, with the provision of interior communication capability 

using the mine phone or alarm system, BART concludes that little 

would be gained from a second attendant in the Transbay Tube. 

The Berkeley Hills Tunnel evacuation plan callS fo'r 

opening all doorS only after the evacuation is completed in 

order to ve~tilate the fire and allow fire depart~ent access. 

Evacuatio~ of passengers will be done through only two door 

sets to reduce smoke infiltration and minimi:e expOSure. There

fore, the losS of remote door operation capability does not 

affect the evacuation. 
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(i) E:oec.ite th.e Evacuation by Aiding 'the" Tl'ain O'Oel'atol' in 

Establishing Evacuation Routes and Reducing Bottlenecks: 

A second attendant may be able to reduce the time 

l'equired fo:, evacuation by encouraging passengers to keep moving 

and to use all available gallery doors during evacuation from the 

T:-a:lsbay Tube. By giving the p'r'Oper directions, in certain 

situations passengers could be encouraged to use an additional 

cross-passage route for evacuation. In the case of a ten-car 

t:,ain car:,ying 1,500 pa'ssengers, this means that passengers would 

evacuate th:,ough four gallery doors rather than three, which 

:-educes the time for all passengers to exit from the incident 

bo:-e from about 20 minutes to 16 minutes. 

With the installation of the mine phone system, it 

will be possible for BAR! Cent'ral to instruct the passengers, 

both while in the trackway and in the ga1~ery. With this 

capability, passengers can be given instructions "from BART 

Cent:'al to use all ava.i1a.ble :::,outes and to keep moving. 

Adc.itional signing (bidirectional arrows) will also be painted 

on the wall above the walkway to direct evacuating passengers 

to all galle:::-y c.oorS. 

When installation of the mine phone system and 

additional signing have been completed in the Transbay Tube, 

BAAT asse'r'ts that there would be little benefit from a second" 

attendant. 
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Since the Berkeley Hills Tunnel evacuation plan calls 

for exi~ing through only two door sets, one on each end of the 
" . 

train, it will be necessary for the train operator to instruct 

pat':'ons not to open doors, but to wait until the specific do·o·'r$ 

to be used a':'e opened. This may be one door set in each A-car 

0':' i't might be a door set somewhere in the middle of the consist 

(adjacent to a cross-passage door) and a second door Set in one 

A-car d.epending on the train location. In this situatio~, a 

delay of as much as 15 minutes could result while the train 

opera.tor opens the front door set, instructs passengers locally 

~d traverses the train to the rear door set. A second attendant 

could. go directly to the =ear door set (which would be in the 

trailing A-car approximately is percent of the time). After 

opening the rear door set, the second attendant could circulate 

through the rear half of the train and instruct the patrons to. 

leave the other d.oors closed and to proceed in the proper 

direction to exit. 

(8) Aid the Train O~erator in Performing a Sweep of the Train 

to Ensure All Passengers have been Evacuated: 

The evacuation instructions given to passengers request 

them to provide assistance to those who require it, particularly 

the elderly and handicapped. BART contends that it is· questionable 

how much the train operator or a second attendant could do to 

help people exit the train that pa.ssengers would be. unab·le to do. 
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Based upon i'ts analysis of condi'tions which may exist 

during a train fire in. an underground area~ BAR! reached the 

following conclusions: 

An evacuation plan which relies on BAR! 

personnel performing critical taSks in an 

environmen't which exposes them 'to a 

significant amount of smoke for any length 

of time cannot ce consid.ered reliable. 

Due to the combustibility of materials 

presently on the BART cal', if a fire occurs 

on a heavily loa.ded train in the Transbay 

Tube or Berkeley Hills Tunnel, conditions 

which cause delay in moving passengers to 

safety could increase the possibility that 

they will be exposed to hamful levelS of 

heat or smoke. 

With ligh'ter passenger loads, evacuation can 

be accomplished more rapidly and orderly, 

significantly reducing the chance that 

passengers may become.panicked. Because of 

this, when load.s are light, there is a margin 

0: safety 'that does not exist with. heavy loads, 
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• 
and a short delay in moving the passengers 

to safety is much less cI'itical provided 

the delay does not significantly incl'eas·e 

their exposure to smoke. 

The potential benefit which would be 

derived from a second attendant during 

nor.:nal revenue service (i.e., arSOn and 

vandalism deterrence, passenger assistance, 

and troubleshooting) is very small. 

Given these conclusions, EART 3.ssel'ts that the added 

safety benefit of the second attendant on lightly loaded ~.:rains 

is considered marginal and does nOt justify the addi tiona::. cost. 

However, on heavily loaded, rush-houl' trains,. BART 'I'ecoInllltmds 

a second attendant until ce'I'tain changes are made. For the 

Transbay Tube, BART recommends that the second at'tendant be 

retained until the mine phone system is operational. and 

additional Signing is in place. For the Berkeley Hills Tunnel, 

3~~! reco~ends presence of the second attendant un'til the seats 

of ~e B~~! cal" have been replaced and the floor hardened to 

reduce fire spread and toxic gas generation. 
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DISCUSSIO}:: 

• • 
The value of the second o.ttendo.nt on BART revenue 

trains operating in the Transbo.y Tub,e o.nd Berkeley Hills Tunnel 

is ext~e~ely cifficult to assess for variou$ reasons. 

BART's o.nalysis. a.lbei t 0. sincere. "best-cffort5't 

showing, is bo.sed on certain o.ssumptions and conclusions which 

mo.y or :t:ly not be true in most unde'rground emergency 5i tU:ltions. 

To date, BART has experienced only one major fire in an under

ground area. BART's :lnalysis, o,f necessity, is p:artly based on 

dato. collected after the J:l,nuary 1 i Transb:lY Tu~e fire and 

par'tly on conj ect'ure. Both BART's underg,ro'und emergency response 

procedures and th.e analysis of the value oi the $oecand o.ttendo.nt 

Vrely heavily on the information collected by Kai'scr Engineers 

respecting pro~able passenger flow ro.tes and expected evacuation 

times in the event of emergencies. Hov,'ever, the data was collected 

under test conditions which do no't necessarily reflect :lctual 

emerge:lcy circumsto.nces. Therefore, BART's study,. to 0. certain 

extent. aSSUl'l".es tho. t panic si tua tions will not occur and tho. t 

passengers will act in an orderly manner. Any ef£o'rt to check 

the validity o£ such o.ssump,tions is rendered meaningless by the 

absc:lce of sufficient historic~l data. 

The cxisten'ce of a l~rge numb'cr of variables further 

exacerbates the difficulty of evaluating the m'erits of a second 

attendant ori-bo~rd BART trains. For example, fireconfigur:lt'io'n,. 

types of fire. fire location,. tro.in location, differing 
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cO:m1u:l.ica~ion and suppor~ systems, e.g. ventilation systems, 

potential escape routes, availability of fire-figh~ing equipment, 

emergency plans and evacua~ion procedures, load factors and 

hU::lan r1esponse factors in panic situations are some of the 

variables, each having a direct bearing on any determination 

of benefits derived from the presence of a second attendant. 

Finally, the decision We are asked to, make poses the 

very real dilemma of balanCing two very disparate coneepts~ , 

It inVOlves the age-old problem of comparing ftapp1es and oranges." 

I:l one case, we are confronted with the very real objective 

economic costs to BA.ttT occasioned by the presence of a second 

attendant aboard revenue trains. Against this, we must 

balance subjective notions of how much additional safety is 

purchased by the presence of the secon~ attendant. No one, 

save higher beings, can project the number of lives saved and 

injuries prevented as a direct consequence of such expenditures
7 

lacki:lg omUscience, this Commissio'n must act with prudence in 

dealing with an issue fraught with. such variables and unproven' 

assumptions. 

Thus, in reaching a decision our rationale is based 

upon facts of which we are more certain. This Commission 

previously concluded in Decision No. 90144 that both the seats 

and the fiberglass reinforced plastic wall and ceiling 

::.ateria1s i:l BART carS are extremely flammable and represent a 
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Measures\such as provision of second 

attendan.ts aboard:trains in the Transbay Tube and Berkeley Hills 

:';~nel, are ~erely e:forts to ~tigate the severe hazard posed 

by the presence of such combustible materials in BART trains. 

We take this opportUlli'ty 'to reitera.'te our strong directive to 

BART to proceed wi'th all due haste to improve the fire-safety 

of their rolling stock both by removing polyurethane and other 

fiberglass reinforced plastic materials and by hardening the 

car floors against penetration of fire. Accomplishment of this 

goal could well moot the question of the necess·i ty for a second 

.... .... .. 

attendant. 

Al:long o'ther facts, Decision No. 90144 also found 
, 

that as passenger loading on BART cars increases the danger 

posed by a fire condi'tion in underground areas correspondingly 

incX'eases. The converse is equally true in that non rush-hour 

lightly loaded trains can 'be evacuated in more rapid and mo,re 

d 1 ~ h' or er y ... as ~on. 1~e are persuaded by :BART's presentation that 

when passen.ger loads are ligh't there is a margin of $·afety that 

does not exist with heavy loads. Wh.en measured against the 

relevant costs, we conclude, in concurrence with BART, that the 

added safety benefit of the second attendant on lightlY loaded 

trains does not justify the additional cost. 

l'le also conclude that on heavily loaded, rush-hour 

trains a second attendant is warranted. BART has presented 
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in:o~ation indicating t~at heavy passenger loading primarily 

occurs on rush-hour trains heading in the commuter direction~ 

BART has further defined these peak passenger hours as 

occurring on weekdays on westbound trains between the hours 

of i:OO a.::.. to 9:00 a.m. a:ld on eastbound trains between the 

hours of 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

BA..~Tts petition will be granted to the exten.t we 

::.odi:y Ordering Paragraph 1 0: Decision No·. 90144 to require 

~hat a second employee ride on westbound Transbay Tube trains 

during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and On eastbound 

Transbay Tube trains during the hours of 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m..,. 

~onday through Friday. Pursuant to BART's recommendation,. we 

will further order the presence of a second attendant on west

bound Berkeley Hills Tunnel trains during the hours of 7:00 a.m. 

to 9:00 30.::1. and on eastbound Berkeley Hills Tunnel trains during 

~he hours o£ 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 1 Mon~ay through Friday. 

With respect to BART's request to eliminate the 

second unifo~ed employee riding through the Transbay Tube 

following inStallation of the mine phone system and bidirectional 

arrows, we :ind such a proposal premature. We are persuaded 

that the interests of safety warrant the presence of a second 

attendant i:l both the Transbay Tube and Berkeley Hills Tunnel 

during peak hours and in the peak direction until the combustibility 

of BART cars is reduced through materialS replacement and fire 

hardening. We will so order. 

, 
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Fin~lly, we will direct BART to verify through 

appropriate analysis submitted to staff within 90 days of the 

effective date of the order, that the peak hours, with a.ttendant 

heavr passenger loading, are indeed westbound i:OO a.,m. to 

9:00 a.m. and eastbound 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through 

Friday. 

In order that BAAT may modify i'ts operations 'to 

i~plement this order immediately upon resumption of full revenue 

se:-vice, we deem it necessary that this ,order be effective on 

the date of Signature. 

FI~1JI~GS: 

(1) Provision of second attendants aboard trains in 

the !ransbay Tube and Berkeley Hills Tunnel is merely an effort 

to mi -eiga te the severe ha:ard posed by the presence of combustib,le 

materials in BART trains. 

(2) Replacement of flammable materials and fire 

na=dening of ue floors in BART rolling stock could moot the 

question 0: 'the necessity for a. second attendant. 

(3) As passenger loading on BART cars, increases 

the c.anger posed by a fire condition in underground areas 

increases. 

(4) When passenger loads are light, there is a 

margin of safety that does not exis't with heavy loads in 

tha. t lightly loaded trains can be evacuated in mo're rapid and 

d 1 ~ .. more or er y .aSA~on. 
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(51 BARTts heaviest passenger loads occur westbound 

j:OO a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and eastbound 4:00 p.m. to- 6:00 p.m.~ 

Monday through Friday. 

CONCLUSIO~S: 

(1) 't'lhen measured against the relevant coStS, the 

added safety benefit of the second attendant on lightly loaded 

t:-ains does not justify the addition.al cost. 

eZ) 't'lhen measured against the relevant costs, the 

added safety ben.efit of the second attendant on heavily loaded, 

I'ush-hou:- t:-ains does justify the additional cost. 

(3) BART should be ordered to require the presence 

of a second attendant in both the Transbay Tube and Berkeley Hills 

Tunnel on westbound trains during the hours of j;OO a.m .. to 

9: 00 a .. m. and on eastbound trains during the hours of 4: 0'0 p.m. 

to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

(4) The interests of safety warrant the presence of 

a second attendant in both the Transbay Tube and B,erkeley Hills

Tunnel during peak hours and in the peak direction. u.."'l.til the 

combustibility of BART cars is reduced through materialS replace

ment and fire hardening. 

IT IS ORDERED !KAT: 

(1) Ordering Paragraph ·lof Dec:~~~:{4 is 

modified to require BART to station a secondlatCt;nd~t in both 
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the T:-ansbay Tube and Berkeley Hills Tunnel on westbound trains 

duri::lg the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.ln. and on eastbound 

t:":J.in.s du:-ing the hou:-s of 4:00 p.m. to 6:00, p.m." Monday 
~ 

th:-ougb. Friday. tJ~~ • 

(2) The p:-esence of a sec~ncllr~~le;d~nt aboard 

such trains shall be continued until BART, by p:,o·pel" showing, 

satisfies the Commission that the combustibility of BART ca.rs 

has been significantly reduced through mate:-ials replacement 
\ 

and fire hardening. 

(3) Within 90 days of the effective date of this 

order, BAAT shall submit to the Commission verfication, th'rough 

appropriate analysis, that the pea.k hours with heaviest load 

:actors are wes'tbound 7:00 a.m. 'to 9:00 a.m. and eastbo:und 

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., ~onday through Friday_ 

The effective date of th.is order is th.e date hereof .. 

Da'ted at San Francisco, California this 3,Oth day 

of ~ovember, 1979. 


